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J1852 WENDY MOORE BROCHURE FA WITH DIGITAL FOIL 

SPREAD 4 - PALETTE C AND D

Graphic patterns and individual accents make this style truly personal, evoking memories of travel and times 
past, creating a sanctuary of your own. 

Architectural shapes and patterns bring living areas to life and industrial becomes chic with the return of the 
breeze block. Perfect for blues, teals and aqua shades, it works just as well with mustard, ochre and chocolate 
tones. The key is in the pattern and colour consistency rather than the colours.

Products featured:

GLOBAL PATTERN

AUSTR AL BR ICKS | SAN SELMO GREY CASHMERE, AUSTR AL BR ICKS | CAMILL A A ZURE, AUSTR AL MASONRY | GB HONED PORCEL A IN, BRIST I LE ROOFING | CL ASS IC SH INGLE PEARL , AUSTR AL BR ICKS | SAN 

SELMO WHITE GL A ZED TEARDROP, AUSTR AL MASONRY | TERRE MARIGOLD

International influences are now part of 
everyday life, and the patterns and textures 
from far-flung lands are being collected as 
part of a new Australian lifestyle. 

Reflective surfaces, such as bronzed glass, faceted crystals and burnished or brushed brass forms a light play  
within the space to create a sense of balance against the saturated receding tones, and add a touch of glamour.  
Very little white is needed, as the indigo shades are both the base and the accent colours.

It’s a style that’s perfectly suited to formal lounge rooms, luxurious master suites and will hopefully inspire the  
return of the private ‘library’ in homes (a personal dream of mine!). Decorate with overscaled furniture and 
aged timbers where the grain is on show and fabrics that play with light such as velvets and natural linens.

BLUE MOOD

Swathed in deep inky blues this look  
is purely focussed on creating mood  
and atmosphere and an intimacy that 
instantly envelops you. 

AUSTR AL BR ICKS | POES IA BLUE SAPH IRE POL I SHED, AUSTR AL BR ICKS | L A PALOMA ROMERO, AUSTR AL BR ICKS | BURLESQUE INDULGENT WH ITE,  AUSTR AL MASONRY | GB HONED NICKEL ,  

BRIST I LE ROOFING | PL ANUM SL ATE,  AUSTR AL MASONRY | ENDUR ASTONE FL AMED GREY GR AN ITE 

Products featured:
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COLOUR AND STYLE with Wendy Moore


